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Mi Mi EspacioEspacio:: Designing for the Designing for the 
Latino CommunityLatino Community



How does an urban How does an urban 
space designed for space designed for 
Latinos look, or Latinos look, or 
should it look?should it look?

Introduction Introduction 

Guanajuato, Mexico



Session OutlineSession Outline
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A. Cultural A. Cultural 
background of background of 
Latino Latino 
immigrants in immigrants in 
the U.S the U.S 

U.S. Latino Population at a Glance/ U.S. Latino Population at a Glance/ 
Historical Background Historical Background 

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico

Source:  Bruce Sharky



Latinos come Latinos come 
from every from every 
nation south nation south 
of the U.S.of the U.S.

Source:  Casa y Comunidad; Latino Home and Neighbornood Design. 2006. 



Latinos have different Latinos have different 
heritages: from heritages: from 
Mexico, Central Mexico, Central 
America, South America, South 
America and the America and the 
Caribbean Caribbean 

Source: Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection, University of Texas



There are around There are around 
12 million illegal 12 million illegal 
immigrants in the immigrants in the 
U.S., representing U.S., representing 
more than a more than a 
quarter of the quarter of the 
Latino population Latino population 
The largest The largest 
percentage of percentage of 
undocumented undocumented 
immigrants is from immigrants is from 
Mexico Mexico 

Source:  Casa y Comunidad; Latino Home and Neighbornood Design. 2006. 



““Hispanics are more likely to have the following Hispanics are more likely to have the following 
characteristics:characteristics:

householder is not a citizen;householder is not a citizen;
householder is foreignhouseholder is foreign--born;born;
foreignforeign--born householder recently arrived to the United States;born householder recently arrived to the United States;
young householder;young householder;
low income;low income;
low education attainment level;low education attainment level;
residence located in central city;residence located in central city;
residence in multifamily housing unit; residence in highresidence in multifamily housing unit; residence in high--cost cost 
housing marketshousing markets””

Source:  Timothy Ready in Hispanic Housing in the United States.Source:  Timothy Ready in Hispanic Housing in the United States. 20062006



B. Possible trends in B. Possible trends in 
the U.S. Latino the U.S. Latino 
populationpopulation



Larger Latino Larger Latino 
population by statespopulation by states

Source:  Casa y Comunidad, 2006. 



Latino Latino 
population in the population in the 
largest largest 
metropolitan metropolitan 
areasareas

Source:  Casa y Comunidad, 2006. 



Latino population concentration in the U.S.Latino population concentration in the U.S.

Source:  Casa y Comunidad, 2006. 



Growth of the Growth of the 
Latino Latino 
population is population is 
attributed to attributed to 
the fact that the fact that 
Latino families Latino families 
are generally are generally 
larger and larger and 
younger than younger than 
the average the average 
American American 
family. family. 

Source:  Casa y Comunidad, 2006. 



Latinos Latinos 
represented represented 
40% of the 40% of the 
population population 
increase in the increase in the 
U.S. between U.S. between 
1990 and 20001990 and 2000
Latinos also Latinos also 
represent the represent the 
fastest growing fastest growing 
segment of the segment of the 
middle class in middle class in 
the U.S.  the U.S.  

Source:  Casa y Comunidad, 2006. 



The Latino population is now the largest minority in the The Latino population is now the largest minority in the 
U.S., and it will keep growing.  U.S., and it will keep growing.  
Census Bureau projections are that by 2050, the number Census Bureau projections are that by 2050, the number 
of white nonof white non--Hispanics will grow by 18 million people, Hispanics will grow by 18 million people, 
African Americans by 25 million, and Asian Americans by African Americans by 25 million, and Asian Americans by 
27 million; Latinos will grow by 63 million. 27 million; Latinos will grow by 63 million. 

Source:  Casa y Comunidad.  2006. 



México, Detail, Diego Rivera, Mexican National Palace - Source:  Bruce Sharky

C. Historic C. Historic 
Background of Public Background of Public 
Spaces in Latin Spaces in Latin 
AmericaAmerica



The model of Latin The model of Latin 
American city was American city was 
developed based on the developed based on the 
CodigoCodigo de de LeyesLeyes de de 
IndiasIndias..

Produced by the Spanish Produced by the Spanish 
kings Isabel la kings Isabel la CatCatóólicalica y y 
Fernando de Fernando de AragAragóónn in the in the 
16th century16th century
““General guidelines General guidelines 
included indications of how included indications of how 
to select appropriate area to select appropriate area 
for settlements and how to for settlements and how to 
design, orient, and design, orient, and 
distribute space.distribute space.””

Source:  Universidad de Valladolid , Instituto Cervantes,N.Y.Source:  Arturo Samper-Salzar, Meeting Point, 2006



Based on the principles of Based on the principles of 
organization of the Latin Agora organization of the Latin Agora 
and the Roman battle camp, but and the Roman battle camp, but 
adapted to the Spanish Empireadapted to the Spanish Empire’’s s 
institutions, symbols and needs institutions, symbols and needs 
Consisted of a grid pattern of Consisted of a grid pattern of 
streets, called streets, called el el damerodamero, with , with 
two main streets inspired by the two main streets inspired by the 
Roman Roman cardocardo and and decumenodecumeno, , 
placed in the shape of a cross placed in the shape of a cross 
and oriented towards the four and oriented towards the four 
cardinal pointscardinal points

America - Source:  Wekipedia

Source:  Arturo Samper-Salzar, Meeting Point, 2006



Cuzco, Peru - Source:  eTravelPhotos.com

A A plaza mayorplaza mayor, nothing but a , nothing but a 
blank block, placed at the blank block, placed at the 
intersection.  intersection.  
Religious institutions Religious institutions 
including the church, cloister including the church, cloister 
and monsignors house, and monsignors house, 
placed on the block facing placed on the block facing 
east of the plaza (that of the east of the plaza (that of the 
rising sun).rising sun).
Opposite were the house Opposite were the house 
and quarters of civic figures, and quarters of civic figures, 
like the Viceroy and the like the Viceroy and the 
judge.  judge.  
Other minor institutions and Other minor institutions and 
houses of the rich were on houses of the rich were on 
the plazathe plaza’’s north and south s north and south 
facesfaces

Source:  Arturo Samper-Salzar, 2006



Guanajuato, Mexico - Source:  Bruce Sharky

The The LeyesLeyes de de IndiasIndias were were 
to protect villages from to protect villages from 
the attack of natives.  the attack of natives.  
Voids in the grid of blocks Voids in the grid of blocks 
and streets served as and streets served as 
Plazas. Plazas. 
Important elements in Important elements in 
the physical organization, the physical organization, 
historical development historical development 
and cultural relevance of and cultural relevance of 
cities and towns in Latin cities and towns in Latin 
America today. America today. 



Historical Relevance to Spatial Needs of Historical Relevance to Spatial Needs of 
First, Second, and Third Immigrant First, Second, and Third Immigrant 

GenerationsGenerations



First generation Latinos First generation Latinos 
prefer spaces that remind prefer spaces that remind 
them of the spaces of them of the spaces of 
their native countries.their native countries.
They prefer front porches They prefer front porches 
and yards where they can and yards where they can 
spot neighbors, socialize, spot neighbors, socialize, 
and receive visitors.and receive visitors.
Back yards in homes allow Back yards in homes allow 
planting flowers or planting flowers or 
vegetables, vegetables, 
supplementing the fragile supplementing the fragile 
economy of first economy of first 
generation immigrants.generation immigrants.

La Villita, ChicagoSource:  Jorge Velasco,  Casa y Comuidad, 2006



Second generation Second generation 
Latinos like ample open Latinos like ample open 
spaces, and while they spaces, and while they 
have a strong sense of have a strong sense of 
heritage from their heritage from their 
immigrant parents and immigrant parents and 
still like to socialize, they still like to socialize, they 
prefer the back yard for prefer the back yard for 
socialization, using front socialization, using front 
porches less than their porches less than their 
parents. parents. 

Source:  Jorge Velasco,  Casa y Comuidad, 2006
Family Home, Illinois

Source:  Marco Gutierrez



Third generation Latinos:Third generation Latinos:
focus less on keeping front focus less on keeping front 
porches or back yards as porches or back yards as 
the previous generations.  the previous generations.  
are inclined to live in are inclined to live in 
homes without spaces that homes without spaces that 
were were ““culturallyculturally”” important important 
for the previous generation for the previous generation 
in exchange for a home in exchange for a home 
with a better price. with a better price. 

Source:  Jorge Velasco,  Casa y Comuidad, 2006 Harold Washington Unit Cooperative, Chicago

Source:  Bickerdike Redevelopment Corporation



La Villita, Chicago

Characteristics of Characteristics of 
newlynewly--arrived Latino arrived Latino 
immigrants:immigrants:

high mobility high mobility 
unstable employment unstable employment 
limited economic limited economic 
resources resources 

New immigrants often New immigrants often 
find themselves find themselves 
missing the lifestyle missing the lifestyle 
and spaces they left and spaces they left 
behind, while feeling behind, while feeling 
at the same time the at the same time the 
need to quickly fit in.need to quickly fit in.



Latinos typically buy their Latinos typically buy their 
first home after the initial first home after the initial 
steps of adaptation have steps of adaptation have 
taken place, and they taken place, and they 
have a higher and more have a higher and more 
stable income.  stable income.  
Latinos living in low Latinos living in low 
density areas can expand density areas can expand 
their homes according to their homes according to 
their needs.their needs.
Some parts of their Some parts of their 
homes will become the homes will become the 
center of interaction with center of interaction with 
other members of the other members of the 
community. community. 

La Villita, Chicago



El El JardJardíínn –– The The 
Garden Garden 

Successful Successful EspaciosEspacios and what and what 
makes them work makes them work 

Ex-hacienda San Miguel, Guananjuato, Mexico



In Latin America, plants In Latin America, plants 
are appreciated and are appreciated and 
collected for their collected for their 
individual characteristics, individual characteristics, 
““sentimental value,sentimental value,”” or or 
origin.  origin.  
Gardens are typically Gardens are typically 
perceived and kept as a perceived and kept as a 
sum of plant specimens.sum of plant specimens.

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico



Plants are typically Plants are typically 
arranged to fill spaces, or arranged to fill spaces, or 
in a specific order that in a specific order that 
responds to external responds to external 
elements.elements.
Architectural elements Architectural elements 
such as columns or steps such as columns or steps 
provide support and order provide support and order 
to varieties of plants in a to varieties of plants in a 
traditional patio.traditional patio.

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico



Short perspectives and Short perspectives and 
small spaces are also a small spaces are also a 
component of the garden component of the garden 
in densely populated in densely populated 
Latin American cities.Latin American cities.
Small spaces are part of Small spaces are part of 
the perceptional the perceptional 
background that Latinos background that Latinos 
bring to the U.S.bring to the U.S.

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico



Patio Patio –– Court YardCourt Yard

San Miguel de Allende. Mexico



Patios are open spaces Patios are open spaces 
that bring natural light that bring natural light 
and fresh air to the and fresh air to the 
interior of the traditional interior of the traditional 
Latino house.Latino house.
Patios are transitional Patios are transitional 
elements that connect elements that connect 
public spaces on the front public spaces on the front 
of the house with the of the house with the 
private areas in the back private areas in the back 
of the house.of the house.

Queretaro. Mexico



Because these Because these 
spaces receive spaces receive 
natural light, they natural light, they 
are great places are great places 
to keep and to keep and 
display plants.display plants.
Patios have hard Patios have hard 
surfaces to surfaces to 
facilitate facilitate 
circulation; plants circulation; plants 
are normally kept are normally kept 
in planters.in planters.

Villa de Leyva, Colombia



Patios are focal point Patios are focal point 
in the interior of in the interior of 
traditional colonial traditional colonial 
homes.homes.
Family life revolves Family life revolves 
around these spaces around these spaces 
in traditional homes.in traditional homes.

San Miguel de Allende. Mexico



La Casa La Casa –– The HouseThe House

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico



Latinos (like Latinos (like 
everyone) look for everyone) look for 
yards that provide a yards that provide a 
safe place for their safe place for their 
children to play.children to play.
Private zones within Private zones within 
the home and the the home and the 
front or backyard are front or backyard are 
where family activities where family activities 
are centered. are centered. 

Humboldt Park Neighborhood Redevelopment Plan, Chicago

Source: Macondo Corp.Source:  Jorge Velasco, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



Another critical Another critical 
feature outside of feature outside of 
the home of Latinos the home of Latinos 
is an outdoor is an outdoor 
cooking area, such cooking area, such 
as grill pits that use as grill pits that use 
a small amount of a small amount of 
space while bringing space while bringing 
the opportunity to the opportunity to 
socialize around it. socialize around it. 

Source: rentalo.comSource:  Jorge Velasco, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



We need to develop We need to develop 
a new model of a new model of 
Latino architecture Latino architecture 
that maximizes that maximizes 
social interaction, social interaction, 
while allowing while allowing 
flexible spaces that flexible spaces that 
can accommodate can accommodate 
the changing needs the changing needs 
of the Latino of the Latino 
community.community.

Source:  Michael Anthony Mendez, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006
The Little Village Academy, Chicago



Architectural designs for Architectural designs for 
the Latino community the Latino community 
should integrate Latino should integrate Latino 
themes, such as the themes, such as the 
California mission style, California mission style, 
Southwest adobe, or Southwest adobe, or 
Caribbean motifs, Caribbean motifs, 
balconies and verandas, balconies and verandas, 
buildings, patios, buildings, patios, 
courtyards.courtyards.

Source:  Michael Anthony Mendez, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006

Humboldt Park Neighborhood Redevelopment Plan, Chicago

Source: Macondo Corp.



La La PlacitaPlacita –– Pocket Pocket 
ParksParks

Guanajuato, Mexico



Source: Clare Cooper Marcus and Clare Cooper Marcus and NanineNanine Hilliard Greene, Hilliard Greene, 

People placesPeople places, 1998

Components of Components of 
successful minisuccessful mini--
parks are:parks are:

Trees or Trees or 
plantingsplantings
Places to sitPlaces to sit
Play areasPlay areas
Identifying Identifying 
logos: a mural, logos: a mural, 
name, or color name, or color 
schemescheme

Alcobaça, Portugal

Source:  Bruce Sharky



Exercise Exercise 
areasareas
Team Team 
sport sport 
areas.areas.

Source: Clare Cooper Marcus and Clare Cooper Marcus and NanineNanine Hilliard Greene, Hilliard Greene, 

People placesPeople places, 1998

Alcobaça, Portugal

Source:  Bruce Sharky



Villa de Leyva, Colombia 

La Plaza La Plaza –– The The 
SquareSquare



Plazas are an important Plazas are an important 
part of the Latino part of the Latino 
heritage for community  heritage for community  
social interaction.social interaction.
Latinos appropriate parks Latinos appropriate parks 
and plazas to support and plazas to support 
social interaction among social interaction among 
family members and family members and 
friends outside of home. friends outside of home. 
Community interaction is Community interaction is 
a vital element in the a vital element in the 
Latino lifestyle.Latino lifestyle.

El Zocalo, MexicoSource:  Richard A. Eribes, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



While using small lots to While using small lots to 
create compact Latino create compact Latino 
neighborhoods, land left neighborhoods, land left 
out can be used for out can be used for 
shared open spaces.  shared open spaces.  
These spaces may These spaces may 
become public parks and become public parks and 
plazas used for plazas used for 
recreation and recreation and 
neighborhood neighborhood 
gatherings. gatherings. 

26 & Koestner, La Villita, Chicago

Source: Camiros

Source:  Richard A. Eribes, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006



The ideal size for a The ideal size for a 
plaza depends on its plaza depends on its 
context: context: 

Kevin Lynch suggested Kevin Lynch suggested 
40 feet as the 40 feet as the 
dimension to keep a dimension to keep a 
space intimate.space intimate.

Queretaro, MexicoSource:  Clare Cooper, Carolyn Francis and Robert Russell, 

People and Places, 1998



80 feet will 80 feet will 
maintain a maintain a 
space to a space to a 
human scale.human scale.
Most successful Most successful 
public spaces public spaces 
will not exceed will not exceed 
450 feet in 450 feet in 
their smaller their smaller 
dimension.dimension.

San Miguel de Allende,  MexicoSource:  Clare Cooper, Carolyn Francis and Robert Russell, 

People and Places, 1998



GhelGhel proposed a proposed a 
dimension of 70 to dimension of 70 to 
100 meters (230 to 100 meters (230 to 
330 feet) as the 330 feet) as the 
maximum distance maximum distance 
to be able to see to be able to see 
events.events.
20 to 25 meters (65 20 to 25 meters (65 
to 80 feet) is the to 80 feet) is the 
maximum distance maximum distance 
to identify faces.to identify faces.

Source:  Clare Cooper, Carolyn Francis and Robert Russell, 

People and Places, 1998 Villa de Leyva, Colombia 



Keys for successful public Keys for successful public 
spaces and plazas:spaces and plazas:

Easily accessible locationEasily accessible location
Clear message that the place is Clear message that the place is 
meant and available for usemeant and available for use
Beautiful and engaging space Beautiful and engaging space 
outside and insideoutside and inside
Furniture to support desired Furniture to support desired 
activitiesactivities
Security and safety for usersSecurity and safety for users
Relief from urban stress to Relief from urban stress to 
enhance health and emotional enhance health and emotional 
wellwell--being of usersbeing of users
Variety of uses for intended user Variety of uses for intended user 
group and any other simultaneous group and any other simultaneous 
users users 

Source:  Clare Cooper, Carolyn Francis and Robert Russell, 

People and Places, 1998

Plaza de Bolivar

Source:  CCS-LGE



Physiologically comfortable Physiologically comfortable 
environment regarding sun, environment regarding sun, 
shade, and windshade, and wind
Accessible to children and Accessible to children and 
disabled disabled 
Components that users can Components that users can 
manipulate or changemanipulate or change
Option for users to become Option for users to become 
attached to the place and care attached to the place and care 
for itfor it
Easy and economical Easy and economical 
maintenancemaintenance
Equal attention to visual Equal attention to visual 
appearance and social settingappearance and social setting

Cali, Colombia
Source:  Clare Cooper, Carolyn Francis and Robert Russell, 

People and Places, 1998



El El ParqueParque –– The ParkThe Park

Puebla, Mexico



Despite diverse origins Despite diverse origins 
and cultural backgrounds, and cultural backgrounds, 
spatial needs for Latinos spatial needs for Latinos 
similarly include:similarly include:

flexible homes for families flexible homes for families 
to growto grow
parks and public spaces parks and public spaces 
where Latinos can socially where Latinos can socially 
recreate and interact.recreate and interact.

Lincoln Park, ChicagoSource:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



Professor Anastasia Professor Anastasia 
LoukaitouLoukaitou--SiderisSideris
observed that, observed that, 
““Latinos at parks are Latinos at parks are 
more involved in the more involved in the 
social uses, including social uses, including 
parties, picnics, birthday parties, picnics, birthday 
celebrations, baptisms, celebrations, baptisms, 
and communions.and communions.””

Cuernavaca, Texas

Source:  Bruce Sharky

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006

San Antonio, Texas



““Latinos were also more Latinos were also more 
likely than other ethnic likely than other ethnic 
groups to develop groups to develop 
adaptive methods to adaptive methods to 
actively appropriate the actively appropriate the 
neighborhood parks to neighborhood parks to 
suit the activities in which suit the activities in which 
they were engaged.they were engaged.””
Latinos would normally Latinos would normally 
modify public spaces to modify public spaces to 
their needs, bringing their their needs, bringing their 
own portable goods with own portable goods with 
them.them.

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006 Lincoln Park, Chicago



In U.S. cities, soccer In U.S. cities, soccer 
fields provide a hub for fields provide a hub for 
immigrant social immigrant social 
networks.networks.
ImmigrantImmigrant--run soccer run soccer 
leagues link communities leagues link communities 
of origin and create of origin and create 
familiar, entertaining, and familiar, entertaining, and 
inexpensive cultural inexpensive cultural 
spaces.spaces.
Participants share news Participants share news 
from home, employment from home, employment 
information, and native information, and native 
cuisine.cuisine.

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006 Lincoln Park, Chicago



““The use of the park by The use of the park by 
Latinos is in great Latinos is in great 
contrast with the Anglos, contrast with the Anglos, 
who use the park for who use the park for 
mobile activities such as mobile activities such as 
jogging, walking, and jogging, walking, and 
biking.  Anglos valued the biking.  Anglos valued the 
park more for its park more for its 
aesthetic qualities and aesthetic qualities and 
natural elements than natural elements than 
Latinos, for whom its Latinos, for whom its 
importance is social importance is social 
interactioninteraction”” ((LoukaitouLoukaitou--
SiderisSideris).).

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006 Lincoln Park, Chicago



Park elementsPark elements
Vegetation Vegetation 
PavingPaving
FencesFences
LightingLighting
SculpturesSculptures



Park elementsPark elements
FountainsFountains
TrellisesTrellises
GazebosGazebos



La La CalleCalle –– The StreetThe Street

Queretaro, Mexico



Latinos constantly Latinos constantly 
change and adapt their change and adapt their 
built environment to built environment to 
accommodate social accommodate social 
and economic and economic 
interaction.interaction.
Color, religious icons, Color, religious icons, 
cultural artifacts and cultural artifacts and 
images are found in images are found in 
commercial corridors of commercial corridors of 
Latino streetscapes. Latino streetscapes. 

La Villita, Chicago

Pilsen, Chicago

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



Wider sidewalks in Wider sidewalks in 
commercial streets commercial streets 
provide places for provide places for 
ambulant vendors, ambulant vendors, 
creating a more vibrant creating a more vibrant 
street life.  street life.  
This informal commerce This informal commerce 
with its display of with its display of 
merchandise not only merchandise not only 
adds visual interest to the adds visual interest to the 
street, but also reflects street, but also reflects 
the entrepreneurial Latino the entrepreneurial Latino 
spirit. spirit. 

La Villita, Chicago



Business use signs, Business use signs, 
colors, and a variety of colors, and a variety of 
symbols to identify and symbols to identify and 
establish a sense of place establish a sense of place 
and to attract potential and to attract potential 
ethic costumers.  Murals ethic costumers.  Murals 
and community art show and community art show 
the pride of the Latino the pride of the Latino 
community and its community and its 
culture. culture. 

La Villita, ChicagoSource:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006



In densely populated In densely populated 
Latino urban areas Latino urban areas 
where public open where public open 
spaces and plazas are spaces and plazas are 
not available, wider not available, wider 
sidewalks may serve as sidewalks may serve as 
places for social places for social 
interaction outside of interaction outside of 
home.  Trees and home.  Trees and 
shelter would help to shelter would help to 
create more create more 
comfortable places for comfortable places for 
residents to meet and residents to meet and 
socialize.socialize.

Guanajuato, Mexico



El BarrioEl Barrio –– The The 
neighborhood neighborhood 

Buenos Aires, Argentina



Housing Location: Housing Location: 
ideally ideally ““near public near public 
transit or in transit or in walkablewalkable, , 
mixedmixed--use use 
communities with communities with 
access to access to 
employment, employment, 
shopping, and other shopping, and other 
resources.resources.””

Source:  Thomas Gallas, Roberto Moranchel, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006

Pilsen, Chicago



PedestrianPedestrian--friendly friendly 
communities: communities: 
interconnected interconnected 
networks of streets networks of streets 
and sidewalks; and sidewalks; 
porches and setbacks porches and setbacks 
to encourage to encourage 
interaction with interaction with 
neighborsneighbors

Source:  Thomas Gallas, Roberto Moranchel, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006

Villa de Leyva, Colombia



New Urbanism as well New Urbanism as well 
as Latino communities as Latino communities 
value similar notions value similar notions 
of residential of residential 
development:development:

small lotssmall lots
short housing setbacksshort housing setbacks
alleysalleys
front porchesfront porches
and compact and and compact and 
walkablewalkable
neighborhoods with neighborhoods with 
abundant abundant 

housing styleshousing styles
land usesland uses
and green spaces.and green spaces.

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006

Queretaro, Mexico

Source:  Bruce Sharky



““Latinos as well Latinos as well 
as new as new urbanisturbanist
developments developments 
pursue the pursue the 
creation of public creation of public 
spaces that spaces that 
promote social promote social 
interaction and a interaction and a 
sense of sense of 
community.community.””

Source:  Michael Antonio Mendez, Casa y Comunidad, 2006 Guanajuato, Mexico



Neighborhoods should Neighborhoods should 
have planned amenities have planned amenities 
and public spaces located and public spaces located 
within within ¼¼ of a mile, the of a mile, the 
documented length of documented length of 
comfort zone.  comfort zone.  
This distance encourages This distance encourages 
use of streets and use of streets and 
pedestrian paths by pedestrian paths by 
residents of all ages. residents of all ages. 

La Villita, Chicago

Source:  Thomas Gallas, Roberto Moranchel, 

Casa y Comunidad, 2006



New New EspaciosEspacios

BizcayneBizcayne Boulevard, Boulevard, 
MiamiMiami

Roberto Roberto BurleBurle MarxMarx

Bizcayne Boulevard, Miami

Source:  Google Maps



Bizcayne Boulevard, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



Bizcayne Boulevard, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



Domino Plaza, MiamiDomino Plaza, Miami

Domino Plaza, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



Bizcayne Boulevard, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



Margaret Place Park, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández

Margaret Place Park, MiamiMargaret Place Park, Miami
Leticia Leticia FernFernáándezndez--BeraudBeraud, ASLA, ASLA



Margaret Place Park, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



Margaret Place Park, Miami

Source:  Leticia Fernández



La La VillitaVillita, Chicago, Chicago



PilsenPilsen, Chicago, Chicago



PaseoPaseo BoricuaBoricua, , 
ChicagoChicago



Paseo Boricua, Chicago



Monticello Park Monticello Park –– ParkPark 1130, Chicago1130, Chicago
JosJoséé L. L. MagMagáánn, ASLA, ASLA
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Centro 18 Condominiums, ChicagoBenito Juarez – Performing Arts Addition, Chicago

Benito Juarez  Campus, Chicago

URBANWorksURBANWorks, , 
ChicagoChicago



YMCA  Rauner, Chicago Teresa Roldan Apartments, Chicago

MacondoMacondo Corp., Corp., 
ChicagoChicago

El Zocalo de la Villita, Chicago



UNO Charter School, Chicago

BauerLatozaBauerLatoza EstudioEstudio, , 
ChicagoChicago

Supermercado Centrio Mexico, Chicago



BickerdikeBickerdike Redevelopment Corporation, Redevelopment Corporation, 
ChicagoChicago

La Estancia, Chicago

Zapata Apartments, Chicago



ConclusionsConclusions

For Latinos housing, public For Latinos housing, public 
spaces, and parks are more spaces, and parks are more 
than shelter and open spaces, than shelter and open spaces, 
appreciated only for their appreciated only for their 
aesthetic qualities.  They are aesthetic qualities.  They are 
also a vital component of the also a vital component of the 
Latino social and ethnic Latino social and ethnic 
identity.identity.

If landscape architects use the If landscape architects use the 
tools that our profession has tools that our profession has 
given us we could play a given us we could play a 
significant role in the spatial significant role in the spatial 
transformation of this part of transformation of this part of 
our integrated society.  By our integrated society.  By 
understanding the needs and understanding the needs and 
participating in the design of participating in the design of 
the new Latino communities the new Latino communities 
we can create a healthy and we can create a healthy and 
dynamic environment for all.dynamic environment for all.
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